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Abstmct-Reent reports in the staWcs and neural networks literature have
expoumM the benefits of merging multiple models to improve dssgiBcation
and prediction performance. The Cambridge University eonwctioniot speech
group has developed a hybrid connectionist-hidden Markov model system for
large vocabulary, talker independent speech reco&lljtioIL The performance of
this system has been greatly enhanced through the merging of connectionist
aconstic models. This paper presents and compares a number of Merent approaches to connectionist model merging and evaluates them on the TIMIT
phone recognition and ARPA Wall Street Journal word recognition tasks.

INTRODUCTION
An acoustic pre-processor or front-end is a common feature of all large vocabulary

speech recognition systems. The front-endmaps the sampled waveform onto a lowerdimensionalrepresentation of the acoustic signal. %pically, the specific mapping is
selected as the hnt-end which performs best on some development test set. Since
different hnt-ends may provide better representations for different acoustic events
(e.g., phoneme class, talker, etc.), it would seem advantageous to sensibly merge
multiple front-ends and their associated models.
There has been speech recognition research into merging multiple sources of information. For example, work at BBN has addressed merging the parameters of
speaker-dependenthidden Markov models (HMMs) to obtain a speaker-independent
system [l] and Cohen and Franco at SRI have merged a conventional HMM and
multi-layer perceptron [2]. Recently, model combination has been shown to be a
promising area of neural network research. Techniques such as Generalized Stacking [3]and Bayesian approaches[SIhave been explored as a meansto most effectively
utilize all the available information. This paper presents an application of connectionist model merging to speech mognition. Multiple acoustic representations are
merged resulting in a significant reduction in the recognition error rate.

THE HYBRID CONNECTIONIST-HMM
The hybrid connectionist-HMM employs the same basic framework as described
in [5], but utilizes a different connectionistcomponent. The speech recognition sys0-7803-2026-3194 $4.00 8 1994 IEEE
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tem uses a recurrent network to map a sequence of acoustic vectors to a sequence
of posterior phone probabilities. The network outputs are used as estimates of the
observation probabilities within an HMM framework, i.e., the observations are considered as a stochastic process on a non-observable, first-order Markov chain. Given
new acoustic data and the connectionist-HMM framework, the maximum apostaiori
phone or word sequence is then extractedusing standard Viterbi decoding techniques.
The basic acoustic modeling system is illustrated in Figure 1. At each 16ms frame,
an acoustic vector, u(t), is presented at the input to the network along with the
previous state vector, x(t - 1). These two vectors are passed through a single-layer,
fully-connected, feed-forward network to give the output vector, y(t), and the next
state vector, x(t). Forwardacoustic context is modeled by expanding the input vector
to cover additional frames and by delaying the target. The state vector provides the
mechanism for modeling the dynamics of the acoustic signal in various contexts.

Time
delay

Figure 1: The recurrent net used for phone probability estimation.
Each output channel correspondsto a particular phone in the phone set. The use of the
softmax nonlinearity for the output nodes with the crossentropy training criterion
implies that the outputs can be considered estimates of the posterior probability
of the phones given the (local in time) acoustic data. This network is trained by
back-propagation through time. (A more complete description of the network may
be found in [6].)

THE MODELS
Because the goal of this work is to reduce the recognition error rate through merging
multiple recurrent networks, it is important that each portion of the speech signal can
be modeled by at least one of the individual networks. In the experiments presented
here, the parameters for each network are estimated on the same speech data, but processed with different front-ends. ' h o successful spectral representations have been
found to be a 20 channel mel-scaled filter bank with voicing features [7] and 12th order cepstral coefficientsderived from perceptual linear prediction [8]. The filter bank
and cepstra are referred to in this paper as MEL.+and PLP,respectively. In addition,
because the recurrent network is time asymmetric, training the network to classify
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forward in time will result in different dynamics than training to classify backwards
in time. Based on the above considerations,four networks were conshud from the
possible representations;FORWARD W+,
BACKWARDMa+,FORWARD PLP,and

BACKWARDPLP.

MODEL COMBINATION
ProWiIityDomainMerging
The most straightforward approach to merging the recurrent networks is through a
linear combinationof the model outputs. In the most general framework,the merged
estimak of the posterior probability of phone i given the acoustic data up to time t is
given by
K
&=I

where yik)(t)is the estimate of the &thmodel and & are the merging weights. Note
Sufficient
that the weights can be dependent on the input data, e.g., & = &(U@)).
conditions on the fls to guarantee a statistical interpretation of the output are that
they are tiad across phones (i.e.. & = /3k), sum-to-one (i.e.,
= l), and are
non-negative.With these conditions, the merged output will meet the constraints
needed for interpretation of the output as the posterior phone probabilities. As is
seen in the results section, relaxing these constraints does not necessarily lead to
poorerperformance.

E,&

Log-ProbabilityDomainMerging

For computational reasons, the mapping of the phone probabilities into recognized
word strings is usually performed in the log-probability domain. This has led to
experiments evaluating merges performed after the conversion of the network output
to the log domain, i.e.,

With this approach, it is difficult to assign a probabilisticinterpretationto the merged
outputs. However, if the models are assumed to be independent, then the estimated
joint likelihood of the different data is proportional to the product (or sum in the
logdomain) of the network outputs.

Merge Criteria
Given the connectionist-HMMframework,there are number of different approaches
to determine the Bs. In all cases where training data was required to learn the merge
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parameters, the data was taken from an independent development set. Although the
amounts of data in the training set was quite large, this approach was taken to further
reduce the chance of obtaining a merge with substantial bias.

Uniform.The first attempt at combining networks assumed the merge weights were
independent of the data with uniform probabilities, i.e., /& = 1 / K. This approach
maintains the probabilistic interpretation of the merged output in the probability
domain. Good initial results using this simple merging approach [9] has led to the
evaluation of more complex merging techniques.

Linear Regression. Recent work has shown that merging regression predictors
through linear regression (referred to as Stacked Regressions) produce an estimator
that is better than any of the individual estimates [lo]. The regression approach
determines the jJs through minimizing the sum-squared error
/
t

i
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on a developmentset. Here, 9 is the desired target and the regression parameters, &,
are assumed to be fixed after training. In [101, Breiman fouqd that constraints on the
/h improved performance. In this paper, the regression merging is evaluated with
and without constraints such that the merge weights are tied across models and/or
sum-to-one. It was rarely found that any of the merge paramem were ever less than
zero.

Mixture of Expert& This framework (see Figure 2) employs a gating network to
determine data-dependent merge parameters. The approach is equivalent to Jordan
and Jacob's mixture of experfs[111 with fixed experts. The datadependent merging
coefficients can be determined by maintaining a probabilistic interpretation and
employing the expectation-maximization(EM)algorithm [12]. Let U = {u(t)} be
the set of acoustic training data for each frame and let C = { c(t)} be the corresponding
phone. Assuming each f r h e is independent results in the likelihood IJU) given as
T

uw = P ( W r) = nP(u(~)lc(t),Y"(tN

(4)

t=l

where Y =}){t('y
represents the outputs of all the models, i.e, y"(t) = { y('")(t)),
The merging comes about by assuming that p(u(t)lc(t), y'(t)) is a mixture density
of the form
K

P(u(t)lc(r)> YV)) = C P ( N l C ( t h Y'("(t)lN,

c(0. Y'(t))

(5)

k
l

where
represents the kth model. Here, the mixing coefficients p(!3&)i,
))r('y
=
&(u(t)). As in [ 1I], a generalized linear model is used as the gating network to
compute &(u(r)).
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Figure 2: Mixture-of-expertsframework.
The generalized EM algorithm [I21 is an iterative approach used to compute the
maximum likelihood estimates of the gating network parameters. Each iteration
applies two conceptual steps. The E-step computes the posterior probability of each
model

for each pair { u(r),c(r)} in the development set. The M-step estimates the parameters
of the generalized linear model using the Ileratively &-weighted Least Squares
procedure @US) [I 11 with u(r) as the inputs and p(Nlu(r),c(r)) as the desired
outputs. This procedure results in a method for learning the parameters of the gating
network for each phone. The procedure insures that the merging weights do sum-toone.
The standard mixture of experts approach has the weights tied across models. This is
accomplished by assuming p(Nlc(r),u(r)) = p(Mlu(r))and results in many fewer
free parameters. A variation of this approach is to replace the input of the gating
network with the output of one of the networks. In the experiments described later
in the paper, the gating network inputs were either three contiguous frames of the
acoustic feature vector or a single frame of a network output.
In addition to the above variations, the case where there are no inputs was also
considered. In this case, the gating network outputs constant values and the EM
algorithm [121specifiesan iterative solution for the maximum likelihood coefficients.
The parameter update equation becomes simply
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where fi represents the updated estimate and 6 is the Kronecker delta function.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Recognition %sks
"ETIMIT is one of the standard speech corpora for the evaluation of phone
recognition systems. It is divided into 462 training speakers and 168 test speakers.
Each speaker utters two calibration sentences and eight sentences that are used in
these evaluations, giving a training set of 3696 sentences and 1344 test sentences.
In the experiments described here, 1152 of the test sentences were used for crossvalidation estimation of the merging parameters and 192 (the core test) sentences
were used for testing.

Wall Street Journal. The Wall Street Journal (WSJ) is the current ARPA largevocabulary recognition task. The training data used was the short-term speakers
from the WSJO corpus consisting of 84 speakers uttering a total of 7,200 sentences.
The November 1993 spoke 5 development test data was used for estimation of the
merging parameters. This data was collected from 10 talkers and 216 sentences
using a Sennheiser microphone.Results are reported for the November 1993 spoke 6
development test. This test has 202 sentences from the same 10 talkers as spoke 5.
The test are from a closed 5,000 word, non-verbalizedpunctuation vocabulary using
the standard bigram language model [131.

Results and Analysis
Tables 1 and 2 show the TIMIT and WSJ results for the various approaches to model
merging. In the tables, frame rate is the classification rate of the merged system on
the development data, e m r rate is the phone or word recognition error rate on the
test set computed as
100 x

# insertions+ # deletions + # substitutions
# phones

(8)

and improvement is measured relative to the average error rate. For the ExpEwrs
merges, Amus., PROB.,MEL+, and PLP indicate the type of inputs to the gating
network. For the TIMIT experiment, only the FORWARDAND BACKWARD=+
frontends were merged.
The tables clearly show the benefits of model merging. Each of the networks trained
on different frontends have similar performance, but the frame rate is substantially
improved by merging the network outputs.This improvementis reflected in the m r
rate by a reduction of 9% and 27% for the TIMIT and WSJ tasks, respectively. For
both tasks, the simple uniform merging accounts for most of the impvement and
the best results were achieved by merging in the log-probability domain.
For the regression merge approach, not much variation in either the frame rate
or the recognition error rate is observed across the different types of constraints.
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Frame Rate %

Constraints
Merge 5 P e
FORWARD
ONLY
BACKWARD
ONLY
AVERAGE
Tied, Sum
UNIF0Rh.I
Tied
U"W)
Tied, Sum
&!GRESSlON
REGRESSION
Sum
R~GRESSION
Tied

65.9
65.7
65.8
69.3
69.2
69.3
69.3
69.3
69.7
69.3
69.5
69.4
69.0

REi43RESSION

EXPERTS(Acous.) Tied, Sum
Sum
E X m s (Acous.)
EXPERTS (PROB.)
EXPERTS (PROB.)

Tied, Sum
Sum

ErrorRate% Improv. %
31.7
31.8
31.8
29.4
29.0
29.3
29.3
29.1
29.3
29.2
29.4
29.1
29.5

7.5
8.8
7.9
7.9
8.5
7.9
8.2
7.5
8.5
7.2

Table 1: TIMIT phone recognition results for different merge approaches. Frame rate is
computed on development data and m r rate is computed on test data.

I Constraints
Merge 5 P e
FORWARDMEL+ I
FORWARD
PLP
BACKWARD
Ma+
BACKWARD
PLP
AVERAGE
UNIPORM
Tied, Sum
Tied
UmRh.I(L0G)
RJXiRESSION
Tied, Sum
REGRESSION
SUm
Tied
REGRESSION
REGRESSION
EXPEIRTS
(MI%+)
Tied, Sum
EXPERTS (PP) Tied, Sum

I Frame Rate %
I

78.1
76.6
73.8
76.1
76.2
82.5
82.8
82.5
82.8
82.6
83.1
82.7
82.7

=Ff==
Error Rate %

Improv. %

15.1
15.5
14.4
15.0
11.4
11.0
11.5
11.3
11.7
11.4
11.4
11.4

24.0
26.7
23.3
24.7
22.0
24.0
24.0
24.0

Table 2: WSJ word recognition results for different merge approaches.Frame rate is computed
on development data and error rate is computed on test data.

This indicates that over-fitting of the training data does not seem to be a problem.
Examination of the sum-squared error obtained from (3) in the merge process also
shows little variation for the different constraints or from the uniform case. This
implies that - at least for these networks - little improvement over the uniform
merge can be expected.

TIMIT results obtained with the mixture of experts approach show that a single
gating network achieves better performance than a set of separate gating networks
for each phone. This is most likely due to insufficient training data to estimate the
multiple gating network parameters. Even with large amounts of training data, some
phones occur very infrequently which makes it difficult to estimate the parameters of
a gating network. Conditioningthe mixture of experts gating network on the acoustic
signal or network output achieved similar performance on TIMIT. For WSJ, using
MEL+or PLP featuresas inputs to the gating network had no effect on the recognition
results.
As indicated in Tables 1 and 2, simple model merging improves performance but
the use of more complex merging strategies does not significantly improve the
recognition results. Analysis of the TIMIT task indicates that the different merge
types are all reasonably close to the optimal merge. Figure 3 shows the results of
a line search on the merge parameter with the tied and sum-to-one constraints. It
32,
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Figure. 3: Error rate versus forward network mixing coefficient for probability and
log-probabilitydomain mixing on the TIMITtask.
is easy to see that the best performance is certainly in the region around 0.5 (the
uniform merge). The regression estimate of the merge parameter shown in the figure
is 0.5 1 and the mixture of experts has a mean value of 0.52 with variance 0.005. This
implies that better/additional acoustic models are necessary to greatly improve the
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ins. %
Merge 5 p e
AVERAGE
FRONT-END
MERGE 1.0
0.8
AVERAGE
RME MERGE

sub. 96
8.5
8.3

del. %
3.4
3.6

errors%
12.8
12.7

~~

Table 3: Connectionist model subset merging results on the WSJ word recognition task.

DISCUSSION
This paper investigated various approaches to merging multiple, different acoustic
models within the hybrid connectionist-HMMframework. Given the chosen acoustic
models (recurrent networks), it was found that
0
merging results in a significant reduction in error rate,
the uniform, linear regression, and mixture of experts approaches all had
similar performance, and
0
the log-probability domain merging gave consistently better results.
The results presented here indicate the potential of this model merging approach.
The fact that the linear regression and mixture of experts approaches did not do
much better than the uniform merge may be a result of the selected networks.
These techniques should show more significant gains when merging networks with
different performance levels. As Figure 3 shows, the uniform merge of the logdomain probabilities may not be the best choice and research is planned in this
area. In conclusion, this work shows model merging within the hybrid connectionistHMM frameworkto be a very powerful mechanismfor improvingspeech recognition
performance. TIMIT results obtained with the merged system are the best known to
the authors. Even with orders of magnitude fewer parameters, the merged system is
competitive with state-of-the-art HMM systems on the WSJ task.
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